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Your Air Filtration System Is the Last Line of Defense  
Against Deadly, Airborne Pathogens
A combination of standard components in traditional configurations is no longer adequate to protect against the evolving, 
virulent microorganisms of today and the future. You require a comprehensive solution designed to mitigate the risks 
unique to your facility and research protocol. As we gain understanding of the ever-changing composite effects on filter 
performance, there is growing awareness that traditional HEPA filters are not always sufficient for risk mitigation.

You cannot take filter efficiency for granted due to a wide range  
of potential impacts, including:
• Incorrect sizing
• Damaged frames
• High humidity or acidic environment
• Inadequate storage environment
• Localized areas of a filter exposed to velocities that  

substantially diminish performance
• Outdated filter scanning technology producing highly  

variable, inaccurate results 

Application-specific designs are required for optimum filter  
performance. You need a partner who understands the  
evolving and intensifying risks inherent to the dynamic fields  
of microbiological and biomedical research— a leader in the  
development of innovative, science-based air filtration  
solutions with the ability to adapt to future advancements  
and requirements.   

AAF’s eFRM HEPA Filters Have Been  
Engineered for Variability
Greater filtration efficiency and optimized operating resistance  
than standard HEPA filters.  
• Ultra-high efficiency media 
• Very low pressure drops 
• High particulate loading
• High tensile strength
• High moisture tolerance
• Gradual sloping, dust-holding curve 
• Longer life, reducing the high costs associated with 

filter changes
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Glass E-14 610 X 610 X 292 25 3400 3.8 362 1.0 1.0 1.0

eFRM E-14 610 X 610 X 292 25 3400 3.8 175 1.7 >100X 1.25
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Your Partner in Risk Mitigation 
As a global leader in air filtration, AAF  
understands the evolving, intensifying risks  
you face and the potential impacts of those 
risks. We can assist with site specific risk 
assessment and provide an innovative,  
science-based risk mitigation control system  
to meet your current and future needs.

AAF, the world’s largest manufacturer of air 
filtration solutions, operates production,  
warehousing and distribution facilities in 22 
countries across four continents. With its  
global headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky,  
AAF is committed to protecting people,  
processes and systems through the  
development and manufacturing of the  
highest quality air filters, filtration equipment,  
and associated housing and hardware  
available today.
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eFRM media (ULPA)
eFRM media (HEPA)
Traditional media (HEPA)

MPPS eFRM:
0.07 µm MPPS Traditional HEPA

filter: 0.13 µm

MEGAcel® with Daikin eFRM Filtration
Technology outperforms a traditional HEPA in
filtration efficiency and operating resistance

MEGAcel®  
eFRM HEPA/ULPA Filter 



The Challenge of Rapidly Evolving and Intensifying Risks AstroScan® Risk Mitigation

Non Barrier-Penetrating Actuator 
Assemblies
• Actuator assembly does not penetrate 

containment barrier
• All critical maintenance items serviceable 

without entering contaminated housing
• Entire driver assembly replaceable 

without entering contaminated housing
• Wireless travel proofing mechanism

Test Results 
Integrity
• Validated field 

system integrity
• Minimization of 

test performance 
uncertainty

• Rapid reverification 
post facility event 
exposure

• Visual indication of potential  
emerging issues

• Overlapping 
sample probes

•  Optimized scan 
probe array

•  Uniform probe 
entry

• High accuracy 
leak location and 
qualification

Multiple Sampling  
Probe/System Functionality

Multi-Purpose Traversing Injection 
Nozzle Array
•  Synchronized aerosol injection
•  HEPA specific decontamination 

functionality

Dual-Mode Decontamination 
Functionality
•  Traditional decon ports provided for  

normal applications
•  HEPA/ULPA filter specific spray assembly 

for aggressive organism functionality
•  Accommodates extreme-ambient- 

concentration-gradient effects

Synchronous Linear Actuators
•  Accommodate spatial and temporal 

concentration heterogeneity of  
challenge aerosol

•  Reduces uncertainty of in-place  
test results

•  Substantially reduces HEPA filter test 
aerosol exposure

Plug & Play Motor Assemblies
•  All actuator motors are interchangeable
•  Motors incorporate quick disconnects
•  Wireless travel proofing communication 

with internal fail-proof sensor
•  Multiple motor options available
•  Torque limiting design prevents  

actuator failure

View the AstroSafe® 
with AstroScan®   
Product Video

AstroScan®-Ready Upgrade Options
•  Manual to automatic drivers
•  Present partial to future complete 

configurations
•  Current test methods to emerging 

strategies

The Need for Innovation in Biosafety
In the dynamic fields of microbiological and biomedical research, 
mutating pathogens and rapid scientific and technological 
advancements are increasing and elevating inherent risks,  
highlighting the need for innovations in biosafety.
• The emergence and spread of rapidly mutating,  

virulent organisms
• The genetic modification of organisms to enhance outcomes
• The location of research facilities with high-level biosecurity 

requirements in densely populated areas
• Rapid human mobility 
• Increasingly stringent regulatory requirements
• The need to address the public’s perceptions of risk with 

science-based solutions  

Science-based, verifiable risk mitigation keeps people safe and 
enables critical, life-saving research to continue unimpeded.  

Comprehensive, Site Specific Risk Assessment Is 
Critical to Biosafety 
Risk mitigation begins with identification and analysis.   
• Every facility is unique in terms of protocol, which changes  

over time 
• Every process implemented must be analyzed to identify 

inherent risks 
• Each risk must be evaluated in terms of probability of  

occurrence and potential consequences, and an acceptable 
level of risk must be determined  

• Once controls are applied, residual risk must be assessed  

Once applied, controls must be continually and consistently  
evaluated to verify the determined level of risk mitigation. Core  
technology specific risk assessments are key to determining if 
legacy technologies remain sufficient considering emerging  
technology and conditions.  

AAF’s AstroScan® Risk Mitigation Control Device  
Is a Solution for Today and the Future  
• Science-based, in situ filter testing validates field system  

integrity and provides visual indication of potential issues  
and rapid reverification following an exposure event. 

• Multiple, overlapping sampling probes enable uniform entry  
and provide highly accurate leak diagnostics and filter  
treatment functionality.

• Actuator assemblies do not penetrate the containment barrier, 
and all critical maintenance, including driver assembly  
replacement, can be completed without entering the  
containment housing. 

• Upgrade options include automatic drivers, reconfiguration,  
and the addition of new technology.

•  Rigid sample array 
carrier plate

•  Multiplexing sensor 
arrays

•  Filter treatment 
functionality

•  Designed for today’s 
needs and tomorrow’s 
emerging diagnostic 
priorities


